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Inspirations Paint Capalaba
Hinterland Rally
14th September

What’s in this month’s edition?
•

Another great read – we hope!
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SEPTEMBER 2019
Welcome to the September edition of Brisport.
August was a month of
successes with Peter Flynn
delivering a great event at
Benarkin for the KCF Rallysport
Short Course South Burnett Sprint
on Saturday 10 August. The
event was enjoyed by all
competitors
and
many
commented favourably on the
use of the A to B timing for a
paced noted short course
event.
The Benarkin State
School P&C also added to the
enjoyment by starting the
weekend with some excellent
Pizzas on Friday night and continuing with good country fare over Saturday.
all who participated as competitors and officials.

Thanks to

On September 14, BSCC is delivering the final
round of the 2019 P3 Solutions CAMS
Queensland Rally Championship with the
Inspirations Paint Capalaba Hinterland Rally
running out of Imbil Showgrounds.
Thanks to Marius Swart for his continued
sponsorship of this event. The Rally will also be
Round 6 of the East Coast Classic Rally Series.
Supplementary Regulations are out and
entries are open. We have a good response
to date and a field of over 40 cars is possible
with 6 ECCRS entries confirmed and some well-known names still to come.
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During August BSCC
was represented at a
2020
calendar
planning
meeting
hosted by Qld Rally
Advisory Panel and
attended by many of
the organisers from
other clubs.
The
Board
had
considered
what
events we can deliver
in 2020 and we tabled
a projected calendar with a Test and Tune early in the year, three KCF Short Course rallies
and two QRC rounds (Manumbar and Imbil).
Barry Neuendorff will also be involved in delivering an AORC round and the Mulgowie
Short Course Off road event. With some other exciting events to be announced 2020 will
be a good year for Rally and Off-Road competitors and club members. Final dates are
to be decided after the release of dates for Rally Australia in 2020.
Board members also discussed the format of the BSCC Christmas Party in December and
we are looking to return to a social event at the Clubrooms on Saturday 7th December.
Dom Corkeron is finalising details and more information will be released soon.

See you in the Forests.
Cheers
Paul Woodward
President

XMAS
PARTY
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Gerard McConkey and co-driver Russell Hewitt have won the KCF Rallysport Short Course
Challenge - Burnett Sprint.

The event based in Benarkin, Qld was a paced noted rally using 2 stages of forestry
roads, finishing with a larger 'combo' stage. The results were determined over the best 2
passes of each the stages plus the larger stage time, providing a different format for
competitors.
On the pace early was McConkey/Hewitt in their (Living Here Wilston) 1999 Subaru WRX.
The pair winning every stage bar the last, also winning fastest Four Wheel Drive (4WD)
class. Coming second outright and 4WD was Carey Cahal and Ronnie Bustard, (Glendun
Group) in a 2009 Mitsubishi Evo 9. Carey/Bustard tried hard to reign in the winners with a
fastest time on the final stage, but could only reduce the gap to 14s. Third place and
fastest Rear Wheel Drive (RWD) was Craig Aggio and Megan Benson (Steerfast) in a
classic Toyota Corolla KE30.
Following in fourth outright and third 4WD was Kim Acworth and Ryan Preston (Acworth
Recruitment) in their 2004 Subaru WRX Sti. Rounding out the top 5 was Shaun Dragona
and Ray Priest (Dasha Racing) in a 2003 Subaru WRX Sti.
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For the class of RWD coming second in a 1974 Mazda RX2 was David Ovenden and Bruce
Tyler (Frame Warehouse Ashgrove), followed by an improving Dominic Corkeron and
Dennis Neagle (Managed Consulting) 1988 BMW E30.
For the class of Front Wheel Drive (FWD)it was a family affair. First place, making a return
to the sport, was Tim Dillon and mum Debbie Dillon in a 1998 Hyundai Excel. Second
place was brother Nathaniel Dillon and Mark Malpas (racersviews.com) 1996 Suzuki
Baleno and third place were brothers Stephen and Jarryd Whittaker (Whittaker Rally
Sport) Mitsubishi Mirage.
The next KCF Rallysport Short Course Challenge will be located in the forest of Jimna
Saturday October 26.

Photo courtesy of Alan McIntosh
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David Ellsworth owner of Touch-mate
Electronics, RevRange Components and his
Can-Am/ SxS repair shop came up with the
idea of a Series containing two Rounds.
The first Round, The Thornton Short Course
scheduled for 23rd and 24th February 2019
marking the start of the Off Roaders
competition in Queensland and Round 2, the
Mulgowie Short Course scheduled for the 9th
and 10th November being the last event on
the Off Roaders calendar for 2019, marking
the close of competition for the year.
It was also David’s idea that all his sponsorship money goes to Competitors’ Cash Awards
together with a portion going to the Officials Raffle for which every Official who signed
the sign-on sheets would receive a ticket. Therefore, Officials who officiated at one
round would receive one ticket and those who officiated at the two rounds would
receive two tickets in the raffle. There would be no tickets offered for sale. There will be
two draws for each round making four draws in total, each receiving $50 prize money.
The Series Presentation would to be held after the presentation of Round Two.
It didn’t take long for the word to get out, and after hearing of the above two further
sponsors DJK Air Conditioning and German Autos came forward offering cash to be
added to the prize money. Derrick Kennedy owner of DJK and Laurence Svenson owner
of German Autos are two of the best and widely recognised Queensland Off Road
Competitors with a combined eighty years’ experience.
Now that the Ekka has been done and dusted the time to get going on Round 2 of the
Series is underway. Phone calls, meetings, documents, organisation and media articles
are ongoing as all Clerks of Course are familiar with.
Round 2, the Mulgowie Short Course will be held on Paul Emmerson’s property and will
be contested over a 5km course incorporating three laps and five heats totalling 75 kms.
The Series now gets serious with a prize pool of $1,800 up for grabs with some competitors
already with their foot in the door due to their results from Round 1.
Work on the course has now begun with some tender loving care to enable the
committee to present a course that will be enjoyable to all competitors.
Catering will again be organised for both days consisting of breakfast and lunch.
Camping will be available at the Mulgowie Cricket Grounds which has toilets and
showers.
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The committee is still in need
of some volunteers to assist
the caterers in either
wielding the BBQ tools or
general help in preparing
and serving.
If you can
help please give Margaret
at the car club a call.
Until next time.
Barry Neuendorff
0414335862
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Date

Venue

Program

Wednesday 16th
October

Brisbane Sporting Car
Club - Clubrooms

CAMS Women in Motorsport
Commission presentation ;
Guest presenter – Jessica Dane
Chair of the Commission and
Commercial Operations for Red
Bull Holden Racing Team.
A special night for women in
motorsport (blokes are welcome
too!)
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Short Course Challenge Burnett Sprint
On Saturday 10th of August, we ran the second KCF Short Course Challenge of the year,
on an achingly beautiful Queensland winter’s day in Benarkin forest. When planning the
event the compact layout soon became apparent. There was a combination of flowing,
almost shire roads interspersed with technical forest sections, all easily accessible off main
access routes. It seemed too good an opportunity to pass up, and so we put some
thought into how to do something different. We then arrived at the idea of providing
competitors with maximum flexibility to use the roads as much as reasonably possible
within the time allowed for maximum rallying.
To that end, we settled on using A to B timing. Which meant that competitors had no set
time allowed for servicing. So they could immediately return to the start to attempt the
stages again across a set time. It also meant that should they have a problem, they
could take more time for service and then remerge to continue in the event. We also
decided to run the event in two heats, with the first heat using two stages and allowing
for at least two, but maximum of three passes. Before regrouping and attacking the final
heat, made up of one longer stage being a combination of the first two to wrap up the
day. Some chose to lay down two passes and conserve their cars, others decided to go
for the maximum on offer and do as many kms as they could. The flexibility was yours.
Set up started Friday with the excellent help of our stage commanders, Arthur Roper and
Barry Farrell and their teams. As well as Brad Hurford our Mr Fixit setting up radios and
helping. We were comfortably back in time for Benarkin School’s Friday night wood-fired
pizza night, where about 30 people enjoyed some of the best pizzas I have had in a while.
Saturday dawned bright and sunny if crisp with a little breeze. Offering ideal rally
conditions. While our officials gathered for their early morning breakfast courtesy of Keith
at KCF Rallysport, and ably cooked by the Benarkin school P&C, we gathered our
competitors for their pre-event briefing. We had assembled a small but diverse field. All
the way from Adrian Coppin in the AP4 Peugeot, through regulars in the 4WD, FWD and
RWD classes to some new, returning and novel entries. 4WD included a gaggle of
Subaru’s, some Evo’s and a lone Mazda. FWD was hotly contested with the Hyundais,

Not every event has rear-engine cars, we had two. The Lotus Exige of Justin
Northage on debut and the VW Type 3 of Jukka Klinen up from NSW
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Mirages and Baleno’s set to do battle. RWD was very interesting with a Corolla, an Escort,
the ubiquitous Datsun’s, 1600 and Stanzas, a BMW, an Exige and a VW Type 3. Both the
last two qualified as new and novel. Justin Northage debuted in the intriguing Lotus Exige
as perhaps the most unlikely rally car of some time. In a story of dedication and
determination, we had another rear-engined car in Jukka Klinen’s Type 3 VW. Just before
the event, he had moved heaven and earth to get it registered in NSW, trailered it up
from Coff’s Harbour, scrutineered on the Friday and on the starting line by Saturday.
Great effort.
Recce was done in convoy to keep the timings compact and make it easier to insert our
officials around that. With the benefit of experience, probably be better to provide timed
starts in future to spread out cars when dusty. Once they were away, our officials were
briefed and moved to the stages.
A to B timing puts more onus on the crew for time management, and so with no pre-start
staging area, competitors presented at TC0 at the time on their cards. From there they
headed to their respective stages to begin competition. We did in effect a ‘shot-gun’
start, with cars sent to both stages to begin with, to make maximum use of the roads. This
kept our officials busy starting cars and soon competition was joined.
Unfortunately, the first run claimed a few cars. Tom Dermody in the Escort left the road
on a technical series of crests and was unable to continue. Stephen Tonna did much the
same thing in much the same place, but was a little worse off. Chris Wedding’s hoped
for cure to his previous event woes in the form of a new engine, expired in a spectacular
cloud of steam just past the spectator point. Final straw was when the ever-enthusiastic
Emily Jackman on only her third event, upended the Excel just before the finish. So with
little choice we had to halt the stage and clear the roads. The benefits of the flexibility
of A to B timing now kicked in and with one stage blocked, many competitors chose to
go around and re-run the open stage to get in some km instead of waiting in a queue.
We shortly re-opened the stage and flow resumed as normal.
Unfortunately, the toll continued to mount
quickly. The Lotus’ debut coming to an end
when the (Toyota) engine experienced overheating issues. Adrian had to retire the
Peugeot with oil issues, and we also lost
Michael Gill in the Excel. The rest of the field
continued to circulate with some fast times
being laid down with some going hard from
the start. Others preferring to ease into it.
Our course cars and officials kept things
flowing nicely and handled any issues as
Adrian Coppin brought out the AP4
they came up. Since we were not following
Peugeot to play. Great to one of
the usual processional approach of A to A
these up close. Unfortunately oil
timing, it was vital to be able to track our
issues meant an early end to their
cars. To this end, we had deployed a
day.
second radio frequency that was used for SOS tracking and to pass times back to our
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scoring team. Mal Bartolo and his crew kept tabs on everyone in a fine display. The
timely information meant we could ensure anyone off was found quickly and
appropriate action taken. Margaret and Lois monitored and tallied the scores so when
they competitors returned for regroup or service they could see where they stood.
As the remaining field regrouped for Heat 2, there were some tight battles underway. In
4WD Gerard McConkey was putting in a controlled drive to have a 24 second buffer
over Carey Cahal in the Evo. Further back Kim Achworth and Shaun Dragona were only
seconds apart in the WRX’s and Adam O’Brien in the Mazda was just over 10 seconds
behind as well. In RWD, Craig Aggio had cleared out by over a minute to David
Ovenden in his return drive in the RX2. A bit behind them Dominic Corkeron and Jukka
Ylinen in the BMW and VW respectively were locked together within two seconds of each
other. Jukka was just ahead and was ‘complaining’ of lack of gears on the fast roads.
He reckoned he was one short. Peter Stringfellow Jnr was bringing up the rear in the first
drive in the family Stanza. FWD had Tim Dillon well ahead of the remaining cars. With the
Whitaker brothers in the Mirage just ahead of Nathaniel Dillon in the Baleno.
Heat 2, the Grand Finale promised a few showdowns, and so it proved. With the shadows
lengthening, the field returned for one longer stage. It was Gerard’s event to lose, and
Carey pushed hard taking 10 seconds back. It was not enough, but worth a shot. The
Whitaker brothers were unfortunate enough to suffer a flat tyre and were forced to stop
and change it. Costing them second place in FWD. In RWD, Dominic pulled out some
big time to pip the VW to take third place in RWD. Other than that, the field finished
much as they started the heat. So as the sun set slowly in the west, the scores were tallied
and the presentation made, half an hour earlier than planned.
Gerard McConkey and Russell Hewett
took home 1st outright and 1st 4WD.
Gerard would turn up to the opening of an
envelope if it involved seat time, so great
to see him taking home a win. Carey
Cahal and Ronnie Bustard were a close 2nd
outright and 4WD. In the pleasant surprise
of the day, Craig Aggio and Megan
Benson kept it upright, going and straight
to come home 3rd outright and 1st in RWD.
Gerard McConkey pushing hard late in
Many of the competitors commented
the day on his way to a well-deserved
favourably on the relaxed nature of the
win
event and fast flowing roads. The officials especially on the start line had a busy day,
and maybe next time we get them a runner or two to help. But as usual Barry, Arthur and
their teams did a fantastic job. Kerry the Principal and Tammy the P&C co-ordinator did
an awesome job of keeping us fed, watered and welcomed. The money raised going
to help the school build their new kitchen for next year.
Judy Foster did her event assessment to qualify now as an event secretary and did a
great job of getting all the paperwork square, with Margaret’s usual welcome help. I
would also like to thank our course cars, Brocky, Dave, Tony and John, Cameron, Keith in
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fast sweep and Brad and his apprentice in slow sweep and the recovery guys. Great job
and not too busy. Thanks also to Ian my deputy, Iain Robertson for organising our officials,
and Katie’s team on radios and Mal’s team on SOS, with Belinda and Tony helping
Margaret and Lois on scoring.
It was always going to be an experiment, departing from the usual template. I hope
competitors enjoyed it, and attracts more competitors should we run it again next year.
For mine it showed again we can run a fast and challenging event in the Benarkin Forest,
finally dispelling the olden day thinking on the area. August in Queensland produces
some great rally weather. At one point on Friday, Brad and I met up as we bunted.
Looked at each other and realised we were thinking the same thing. “Why aren’t we
out here competing”? Which was always my goal. Produce an event in which I would
like to compete. So thanks all for your support.
Peter Flynn
Photos courtesy of CH Images
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Driver : Gerard McConkey Co driver : Russell Hewett
Car : 1999 Subaru GC8 WRX category : P6
Car specs : Engine - 2.0ltr Turbo Charged Boxer Engine with 36mm Restrictor 176kW, 1330kg
Suspension: Possum Bourne Spec MCA's - Ex John Murray Jnr Car
Brakes WRX 4 pot Front, 2 Pot rear - Winmax W5 Pads
ECU: - Haltech Elite 1500 - SmartWire PDM - Haltech iQ3 Digital Dash
Gearbox - 6 Speed DCCD
Roll Cage - Dave Ferron 2012
I purchased the Ex John Murray Jnr WRX and ran that for about 6 rallies before a
Monster Crash at Manumbar that destroyed the car. I stripped the engine,
Gearbox, brakes and suspension from that and started a full new build from a
basic shell. Stripped it back to bare metal, had it caged and went from there.
Shane Pudsey from Highfields/Toowoomba helped with a lot of the build, resulting
in a very well engineered car that has been great to drive from day one. Total
Build time was about 2 years, and included full rebuilds of Engine and Gearbox.
It is only really in the last 12 months that I have learnt to get the full speed out of
the car thanks to some excellent training and guidance from Erik Johnsson. There
has also been a few notorious offs in the car, but it is as strong as the day it was
built
Driver : When did you start rally - The very first time I sat in a Rally Car was in 1985.
A Mate from Uni had a Honda Coupe 9 which he asked me to Navigate in. We
went out for a test drive and he managed to put it on its side within half an hour
- From that day til today, I was hooked. I got involved with Pacific Rally Club in
Sydney and helped out at Controls including the 1985 2GO Rally on the Central
NSW Coast, and got to see all the stars like Greg Carr, Ed Mulligan etc
I moved to Qld in 1992 and managed to hook up a QRC Nav Ride with Andrew
Johnstone in the Suzuki Swift - That team friendship lasted for about 4 years and
included running the Ex George Fury Works Datsun Stanza. During that time, I was
Circuit Racing in Formula Vee, winning the Qld Championships in 1993 and 1994.
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I also drove with Murray Carters Team at the 1995 Bathurst 12 Hour in Nissan Pulsars.
I raced again at Bathurst in 2000 in a Formula Vee finishing 4th in a field of 55 Cars
In 1998 I got a call from a Demon Lady Driver from South Australia called Denise
Collins who needed a Nav for the ARC at IROQ that year. That Rally led to nearly
10 years competing in nearly every round of the ARC with Denise. Our results
included several Class Championships and the Inaugural winners of the F16
Category in a series of Honda Civics. Denise and her Husband Des have been
my surrogate Parents ever since and they will often make the trip to Service for
me, including at Rally Australia.
During IROQ with Denise in 1999 a funny South African bloke came up to our
service area and starting chatting about Honda's and Rallying in general. Several
years later I got a call from that same guy with the funny accent asking me if I'd
be keen to Navigate for him in a little car he was bringing in from South Africa.
Man, when I actually found out what car he had brought in was, I could not
believe it was true. The only genuine spec S2000 in the Country. That led to a 5
year Partnership with Marius Swart that took us all over the Country, included
Competing in the WRC Field at 2010 Rally Australia at Kyogle, and a
Championship win in the 2011 QRC that was taken away from us by a technicality
In 2009 I was contacted via Allan Stean by Ray Vandersee to CoDrive at Targa
Tas by a young Talent from Rockhampton called Marcus Nuutinen. I had done
Targa twice before with Rod King in 2005 and Leigh Achterberg in 2007. This time
it was to be in The Skelta. That car was insane! 330hp Supercharged Honda S2000
in a car that weighed less than 1000kg, with full aero. Marcus had never done a
Rally before in his life, and never seen Pace Notes until I took him down some of
the old SunCoast Classic Roads in my road car using Ray Vandersee's Notes. We
finished Targa 2009 in 9th Outright. That was the first time I had ever cracked
300kph in a car, and the rainy run into Strahan was the first time that I had ever
wanted to get out of a car mid-stage - Drifting at 220kph was just a bit much for
me! All Marcus had to say was "Shonks, the faster we go the better the aero
works, and the more grip we have!"
My time in that car over the next 2 years was the most exhilarating and the most
terrifying Motorsport I have ever done. We managed to head butt a Tree at
150kph at Targa West in 2010 leaving Marcus wheel chair bound for 6 months, but
if you asked me if I'd do it again - Hell Yeah!
Throughout all those years I occasionally dabbled in driving my own Rally Cars. In
1997 I built a WRC Spec Datsun 200B and turned my hand away from Tarmac and
back into Rally. It was a great car, but inevitably it got tipped over at a Rallysprint
at Beerburrum. I then bought my Trusty ST165 Celica GT4, and that's been with
me ever since. That car fired up my love for 4WD Turbo's and my love affair with
Subaru's started from there. I started a Build project on a GC8 Shell, but when
that was dragging on too long, I bought the Ex ARC John Murray Jnr GC8. Marty
Beckton had just driven it to 5th place at IROQ, so It wasn't a bad bit of kit - until I
found out what a hard life it had had. That car got a refurb and then became
the first of the "Living Here" Subaru's. I managed to con Erik Johnsson to Co Drive
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for me, and we managed to get some reasonable results. We even had a crack
at Rally Australia in 2011. That all came undone with a Monster Crash at
Manumbar 2013 destroying the car. So back to the garage and I spent the next
2 years building my current car - Phoenix - (Rising from the ashes of the other car).
That car has been a pure joy to drive. It has taken me 3 years to learn how to get
the full speed out of the car. Most of it was Erik training me how to stop driving
like a Rear Wheel Drive dinosaur and use the efficiency that these cars give. It
has been fun, challenging and rewarding. Adding to that running a 2 car team
(Libby) plus joining the Qld Rally Advisory Panel it has been a pretty hectic last 5
years. My focus going forward now will be to try to give as much back to the
sport as I can. I love my role as QRAP Chairman and hope I can contribute to
making our sport stronger. I'm also building several cars that I will hire out to
newcomers to the sport to encourage people to become part of what is an
incredible culture. With an eye to the future I am putting my hand up to be Event
Director for a new round of the QRC next year, so the journey will continue! (Journey / Wild Ride.... Column A / Column B)
Why do you rally - What the hell else would I do? There is nothing that compares
with this sport
Whats the best thing about rally - The Rally Family - Everyone is there to help
everyone. It is a Lifestyle - more than a Sport!
What do you like about your co driver, - Erik Johnsson - He keeps turning up! - Ian
Swinbourne - Enthusiasm Plus - Russell Hewett - Cool, Calm and Confident
what don’t you like (jokes) - Erik Johnsson - The Prick is faster than me! - Ian
Swinbourne - He's stopped bringing his wife's Red Velvet Cupcakes to Rally's Russell Hewett - I like EVERYTHING about our QRC Sponsor - he walks on water!
Hahaha!
What has rally taught you about life - Determination, Courage, Organisation,
Resilience and Passion. Without those you will not get through a Rally - or Life
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As 2019 is NOW HERE the following dates have been submitted and ratified by CAMS,
State Council and Rally Panel.
It would be great to see some new Clerk’s of Course in the mix and the short course
challenge events are the ideal training ground for new people. We’ve got some idea’s
on new venues’s for these events and would love to have someone new/fresh set up to
take on one of the new areas. There are plenty of people to guide you through the
process so put your hand up and have a go!

2019 EVENTS CALENDAR
Month Date

Event Name

Venue

Event Status

Event Type

Rd

Sep

14

Hinterland Rally

Imbil

QRC

Rally

4

Oct

26

BSCC Short Course Challenge

Jimna

Multi-Club

Rally

3

Nov

9-10

Mulgowie Short Course

Mulgowie

Multi-Club

Off-Road

2
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https://www.facebook.com/BrisbaneSportingCarClub
https://www.facebook.com/SRAutomotiveManumbarRally
www.facebook.com/BenarkinRally
https://www.facebook.com/cmpconsultingglastonburyrally

If you’re on Twitter you can search for us

@Brisporting
https://twitter.com/Brisporting
Find us and follow us for all the latest info and motorsport
tweet, tweets!
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The Business Card Page

Specialising in classic & custom cars,
motorsport & 4X4 from minor repairs to
full rewires.
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Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Honorary Board
President ................................ Paul Woodward
Vice President……..Dominic Corkeron
Secretary ............................... Margot Knowles
Treasurer................................ Rod Sams
Immediate Past President ... Peter Flynn
Board Member……..Barry Neuendorff, Rod Sams, Tony Kabel, Paul Woodward,
Margot Knowles, Craig Porter, Russell Hewett, Dominic Corkeron, David Bannister, John Coleman, Iain Robertson,
Tristan Carrigan
CAMS Delegate .................... Paul Woodward
Magazine Editor .................... Margot Knowles
Membership Officer ............. Margaret Mackay (0412 553 186)
Officials Liaison Officer………..Iain Robertson
Social Media……………Peter Flynn & Margot Knowles

THE NEWSLETTER OF
THE BRISBANE SPORTING CAR CLUB
All correspondence to:
Brisbane Sporting Car Club
Unit 16 - 23 Ashtan Place
Banyo QLD 4014
Phone: (07) 3267 7647

Email- Club: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Magazine: bscc@ozemail.com.au
Website: www.bscc.asn.au
If you’ve got something to contribute to the magazine we’d love to hear from you.
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On behalf of the Board of Brisbane Sporting Car Club and Membership Registrar,
Margaret Mackay ; it is with great pleasure that we welcome the following new or returned
Members to our Club.
Welcome to:
Liam Sytsma – Member No:5012

Old Members re-joining
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Did you know you can advertise in the Magazine?
And it’s as cheap as chips!
Advertising Rates are:
Full Page Colour:

$220.00 per year

Half Page Colour:

$110.00 per year

Quarter Page Colour:

$55.00 per year

Magazine advertising is due for renewal on the 1st January each year.

Club Polo Shirts
Click on the Link to order online

https://bscc.wufoo.com/forms/brisbane-sporting-car-club-shirt-order-form/
Or go to the BSCC website and under Resources you’ll find the order form.
Shirt is $30 ea. plus $4.50 for optional pocket.

